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T
he music industry is going 
through a transformation, 
and new interactive music 
services have emerged. It is 
envisaged that this new 

concept of digital music content will 
dominate the next generation of music 
services. A standardized file format is 
inevitably required to provide the 
interoperability between various inter-
active music players and interactive 
music albums. This issue is addressed in 
a new standard by the Moving Picture 
Experts Group (MPEG), known as the 
MPEG-A Interactive Music Application 
Format (IM AF). IM AF integrates multi-
ple audio tracks with appropriate addi-
tional information, enabling users to 
experience various preset mixes and to 
make their own mixes complying with 
interactivity rules imposed by the music 
composers with the aim of fitting their 
artistic creation. 

BACKGROUND

MOTIVATION
The exploding popularity of file sharing 
Web sites has challenged the music 
industry’s traditional supply model that 
relied on the physical distribution of 
music recordings such as vinyl records, 
cassettes, and CDs [1], [2]. Music fans 
are disappointed by a lack of a rich user 
experience, while music creators are 
disappointed by lack of content gover-
nance [3]. In this direction, new inter-
active music services have emerged [4], 
[5]. This type of multitrack interactive 
music allows users not only to listen to 
music as usual but also to create a 
karaoke version and sing-along, isolate 

one or more musical instruments and 
practice their musical instrument 
skills for training purposes, or even 
create their own user-generated con-
tent, e.g., emphasizing the melody 
and harmony or rhythm depending 
upon their personal taste and legally 
share it with friends.

It should be noted that regarding the 
latter requirement on user-generated 
content, the IM AF is restrictive from 
the point of view that it imposes some 
interactivity rules; new mixes cannot 
exceed certain limits, that is, the initial 
song might remain recognizable, if the 
music composer so desires. On one 
hand, this is considered as a win-win 
case enabling music fans to experience 
rich interactive music services, while on 
the other hand, it respects the creators’ 
wishes for music tracks governance and 
traceability (e.g., through filtering tech-
nologies) and their fair remuneration. 

However, IM AF interactivity rules 
should not be confused with enforceable 
Digital Rights Management. The IM AF 
interactivity rules are motivated and 
defined by the music composers with 
the aim of fitting their artistic creation. 
For example, a composer might not 
wish his/her special guitar solo to be 
completely eliminated in a user-gener-
ated mix or his/her rock version to be 
mixed in a pop style. It should also be 
understood that the IM AF interactivity 
rules definition is optional and up to the 
music composer and is not imposed by 
the IM AF file format. 

It is envisaged that this new concept of 
digital music content, by providing an 
environment that activates and stimulates 
passive listeners to become creative music 
producers, would not only attract music 
fans but also create new revenue opportu-
nities for all parties involved in the music 
value chain. However, a standardized file 
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[FIG1] Conceptual model of an MPEG-A IM AF player. Part (a) shows the structure of 
the interactive music file format while part (b) shows a multritrack music player 
with volume sliders for each instrument/vocal track as well as playback modes. 
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format is inevitably required to provide 
the interoperability between various 
interactive music players and interactive 
music albums. The new MPEG-A IM AF 
[6], [7], addresses this issue by taking into 
consideration both music fans’ and crea-
tors’ wishes for rich user experience and 
content governance. 

APPLICATIONS
In particular, IM AF targets applications 
offering the following functionalities:

 ■ Enhanced listening user experi-
ence: The interactive music player 
allows the user to select the number 
of instruments in the mix and to con-
trol their volume, in addition to pre-
set mixes of tracks. 

 ■ Learning and performing experi-
ence: Practicing musical instrument 
(i.e., guitar) skills becomes possible by 
setting off the sound of the corre-
sponding instrument and playing 
along. The karaoke version is also 
supported for practicing vocals.

 ■ Producer experience via user-gen-
erated content: Add your own musical 
instrument/vocal track or substitute 
the existing ones and listen to the 
resulting mix. 
Eventually, the multitrack interac-

tive nature of IM AF combined with 
other emerging technologies, i.e., con-
tent-based search and retrieval and 
three-dimensional (3-D) audio/video, it 
is believed that would enable an 
unimaginable number of music applica-
tions for both fans and professionals.

Figure 1 shows the conceptual model 
of an IM AF player. In part (a), the struc-
ture of the interactive music file format 
is shown, which contains a number of 
musical instrument and vocal tracks 
enabling users to mix them to their own 
taste, along with preset mixes offered by 
the music producer. In part (b), a multi-
track music player is shown with volume 
sliders for each instrument/vocal track 
as well as a number of playback modes: 
producer mix, karaoke, and multitrack-
user mix.

ISSUING BODY AND SCHEDULE
Upon a number of documented market 
value-added propositions by the music 

industry, and after extensive collection 
of requirements and sufficient support 
in terms of resources from a numerous 
na t iona l  bod i e s ,  In t e rna t iona l 
Organization for Standardization 
(ISO)/International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) MPEG decided to 
embark on a multitrack music file for-
mat and incorporate it in ISO/IEC 
23000 (MPEG-A) family of MPEG stan-
dards, also known as Multimedia 
Application Formats (MAFs). MAFs 
specifications integrate elements from 
many different MPEG and non-MPEG 
standards into a single specification 
that is useful for specific (but very 
widely used) applications. ISO/IEC 
23000-12 IM AF was developed under 
the auspices of both the Systems and 
Audio MPEG Groups. A working draft 
was issued in October 2008. The IM AF 
specification was finalized and pub-
lished in July 2010, while its reference 
software and conformance files are 
planned to be finalized in early 2011. 

TECHNOLOGY

SUPPORTED COMPONENTS
IM AF involves formatting different types 
of media data, especially multiple audio 
tracks with interactivity data and storing 
them into an ISO-Base Media File 
Format. An IM AF file is composed of:

 ■ multiple audio tracks: represent-
ing the music (e.g., instruments 
and/or voices)

 ■ groups of audio tracks: a hierarchi-
cal structure of audio tracks (e.g., all 
guitars of a song can be gathered in 
the same group)

 ■ preset data: predefined mixing 
information on multiple audio tracks 
(e.g., karaoke and rhythmic version)

 ■ user mixing data and interactivity 
rules: information related to user 
interaction (e.g., track/group selec-
tion and volume control) 

 ■ additional media data: that can be 
used to enrich the user’s interaction 
space (e.g., timed text synchronized 
with audio tracks which can represent 
the lyrics of a song, images related to 
the song, music album, and artist)

 ■ metadata: data used to describe a 
song, music album, and artist. 
Table 1 lists the components sup-

ported by IM AF for formatting the afore-
mentioned data types .

ARCHITECTURE
The IM AF player allows users to remix 
music tracks by enabling them to select 
the number of instruments to be listened 
and adjust their volume to their taste. 
Thus, IM AF enables users to publish and 
exchange this remixing data, enabling 
other users with IM AF players to experi-
ence their particular music taste creations 
(user-generated content). Preset mixes of 
tracks are also available. Figure 2 shows 
the architecture of an IM AF player. In part 
(a), the different types of media data (3rd 
Generation Partnership Project  timed text, 
MPEG-7 metadata, and Joint Photographic 
Experts Group images) supported in the IM 
AF file format are shown. In part (b), the 
IM AF player is shown including the corre-
sponding decoders/parsers of the media 
data in the IM AF file format. The opera-
tional modes and the interactivity rules are 
further described in the following section.

OPERATIONAL MODES AND 
INTERACTIVITY RULES
In particular IM AF supports the follow-
ing two possible mix modes for interac-
tion and playback:

[TABLE 1]  SUPPORTED COMPONENTS IN IM AF.

TYPE COMPONENT NAME ABBREVIATION SPECIFICATION
FILE FORMAT ISO BASE MEDIA FILE FORMAT ISO-BMFF ISO/IEC 14496–12:2008
AUDIO MPEG-4 AUDIO AAC PROFILE AAC ISO/IEC 14496–3:2005

MPEG-D SAOC SAOC ISO/IEC 23003–2:2010
MPEG-1 AUDIO LAYER III MP3 ISO/IEC 11172–3:1993
PCM PCM -

IMAGE JPEG IMAGE JPEG ISO/IEC 10918–1:1994
TEXT 3GPP TIMED TEXT 3GPP TIMED TEXT 3GPP TS 26.245:2004

METADATA MPEG-7 MULTIMEDIA DESCRIPTION 
SCENE MDS ISO/IEC 15938–5:2003
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 ■ preset-mix mode
 ■ user-mix mode.

In the preset-mix mode, the user 
selects one preset among the presets 
stored in IM AF and then the audio 
tracks are mixed using the preset 
parameters associated with the se -
lected preset and played. Both static 
and dynamic volume information for 
each track/group and their individual 
channe l s  a re  suppor ted .  Some 
 preset-mix mode examples are the fol-
lowing:

 ■ general preset mix: composed of 
multiple audio tracks mixed by the 
music producer

 ■ karaoke preset mix: composed of 
multiple audio tracks except vocal 
tracks

 ■ a cappella preset mix: composed of 
vocal and chorus tracks.
In the user-mix mode, the user 

selects/deselects the audio tracks/
groups and/or controls the volume of 
each of them. Thus, in the user-mix 
mode, audio tracks are mixed accord-
ing to a user’s control and taste; how-
ever, they should comply with the 
interactivity rules stored in the IM AF. 
Note that the interactivity rules allow 
the music producer to define the 
amount of freedom available in IM AF 

users’ mixes. The interactivity rules 
analyzer in the player, shown in Figure 
2, verifies whether the user interaction 
conforms to music producer’s rules. 
Figure 3 depicts in a block diagram the 
logic for both the preset-mix and user-
mix usage modes.

User interaction should conform to 
certain rules defined by the music 
 composers with the aim of fitting their 
artistic creation. However, the rules def-
inition is optional and up to music 
composer and is not imposed by the IM 
AF format. 

In general there are two categories of 
rules in IM AF: the selection and the 
mixing rules. The selection rules related 
to the selection of the audio tracks and 
groups at rendering time whereas the 
mixing rules related to the audio mixing.

IM AF supports four types of selection 
rules, as follows: 

 ■ Min/max rule specifying both min-
imum and maximum number of 
track/groups of a group that might be 
in active state for playback. 

 ■ Exclusion rule specifying that sev-
eral track/groups of a song will never 
be in the active state at the same 
time. 

 ■ Not mute rule defining a track/
group that should always be in active 
state. 

 ■ Implication rule specifying that the 
activation of a track/group implies the 
activation of another track/group.
IM AF also supports four types of 

mixing rules, as follows:
 ■ Limits rule specifying the mini-

mum and maximum limits of the 
relative volume of each track/
group.

 ■ Equivalence rule specifying an 
equivalence volume relationship 
between tracks/groups.

 ■ Upper rule specifying a superiority 
volume relationship between tracks/
groups.

 ■ Lower rule specifying an inferiority 
volume relationship between tracks/
groups.

BRANDS
IM AF also supports a number of brands 
according to application domain; these 
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[FIG3] Illustration of IM AF usage modes.
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[FIG2] IM AF architecture: (a) The different types of media data supported in the 
IMAF file format are shown. (b) The IM AF player is shown including the 
corresponding decoders/parsers of the media data in the IM AF file format.
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are depending on the device process-
ing power capabilities (mobile phone, 
laptop computer and high-fidelity 
devices) that consequently define the 
maximum number of audio tracks 
that can be decoded simultaneously 
in an IM AF player running on a par-
ticular device. IM AF brands are sum-
marized in Table 2. In all IM AF 

brands, associated data and metadata 
are supported. 

Backwards compatibility with legacy 
noninteractive music players is also 
 supported by IM AF. For legacy music play-
ers or devices that are not capable of simul-
taneous decoding the multiple audio tracks, 
a conventional mixed/mastered audio track 
stored in IM AF file can still be played.

FILE STRUCTURE
The IM AF file format structure is 
derived from the ISO-Base Media File 
Format standard. As such facilitates 
interchange, management, editing, and 
presentation of different type media data 
and their associated metadata, in a flexi-
ble and extensible way. The object-ori-
ented nature of ISO-Base Media File 

[TABLE 2]  BRANDS IN IM AF.

AUDIO MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
SIMULTANEOUSLY
DECODED AUDIO TRACKS

MAXIMUM 
SAMPLING FRE-
QUENCY/BITS PROFILE/LEVEL APPLICATIONBRANDS AAC MP3 SAOC PCM

IM01 8 8 4

48 kHz/16 b

AAC/LEVEL 2
MOBILE

IM02 8 8 6

IM03 8 8 8

IM04 8 8 8 2 AAC/LEVEL 2
SAOC BASELINE/2

IM11 8 8 8 16 AAC/LEVEL 2
NORMAL

IM12 8 8 8 2 AAC/LEVEL 2 
SAOC BASELINE/3

IM21 8 8 32 96 kHz/24 b AAC/LEVEL 5 HIGH END

[Remark 1] The audio component data marked as “8” may exist in the file.
[Remark 2] For IM04 and IM12, simultaneously decoded audio tracks consist of tracks related to SAOC, which are a downmix signal and SAOC bit stream. The downmix signal shall be 
encoded using AAC or MP3.
[Remark 3] For all brands, the maximum channel number of each track is restricted to two (stereo).
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Format, inherited in IM AF, enables sim-
plicity in the file structure in terms of 
objects that have their own names, sizes, 
and defined specifications according to 
their purpose. 

Figure 4 illustrates the IM AF file for-
mat structure. It mainly consists of 
“ftyp,” “moov,” and “mdat” type informa-
tion objects/boxes. The “ftyp” box con-
tains information on file type and 
compatibility. The “moov” box describes 
the presentation of the scene and usually 
includes more than one “trak” boxes. A 
“trak” box contains the presentation 
description for a specific media type. A 
media type in each “trak” box could be 
audio, image, or text. The “trak” box sup-
ports time information for the synchroni-
zation with other “trak” boxes described 
media. The “mdat” box contains the 
media data themselves described in the 
“trak” boxes. However, a “trak” box may 
also include a URL where from the media 
data could be imported. In this way the 
“mdat” box maintains a compact repre-
sentation enabling consequently, efficient 
exchange and sharing of IM AF files.

Furthermore, in “moov” box some 
specific information is also included, 
such as the group container box “grco”, 
the preset container box “prco” and the 
rules container box “ruco” for storing 
group, preset and rules information, 
respectively. The “grco” box contains, 
zero or more group boxes “grup” 
describing the group hierarchy struc-
ture of audio tracks and/or groups. The 
“prco” box contains one or more “prst” 
boxes that describe the predefined mix-
ing information, in the absence of user 
interaction. The “ruco” box contains 

zero or more selection rules boxes 
“rusc” and/or mixing rules boxes 
“rumx” describing the interactivity 
rules related to selection and/or mixing 
of audio tracks.

FURTHER TECHNICAL 
DEVELOPMENTS
Due to the music industry’s extreme 
interest in IM AF, there has already been 
a request for additional functionality to 
be incorporated in the IM AF standard, 
in terms of an amendment. This func-
tionality is related to audio equalization 
(EQ) information aiming to offer users a 
complete music producer experience. 

Audio EQ settings can be stored as 
presets in the preset-mix mode or speci-
fied by users in user-mix mode. Tweak -
ing the EQ parameters directly in an IM 
AF player would be a similar process to 
the traditional producer-based music 
mixing environment. Alter  natively, EQ 
settings could be applied automatically, 
based on a user’s saved EQ profile, for 
masking reduction among different 
instruments and/or boosting or attenuat-
ing certain frequency bands of particular 
instruments, depending upon the user’s 
preferences in music styles, personal 
taste, or mood.
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